Online Voter Registration
Improves the efficiency of traditional voter
registration processes and the accuracy of
voter lists by providing voters with the means
to conveniently and securely register and
update their information over the Internet.
Scytl Online Voter Registration
provides a secure, customizable,
accurate and accessible voter
registration interface that works
seamlessly with existing voter lists
and includes functionality such as
authentication, removal of duplicate entries, and validation of
registrants.
It streamlines the administrative
efforts of election staff through a
robust platform that pulls, updates

How Online Voter
Registration Works

and stores all voter contact, address,
and polling location data in a single
system.
Because of the sensitive nature of
voter registration data, Scytl Online
Voter Registration includes
multi-level security protocols such
as data segregation and dual login,
human robot detection and secure
workflows to ensure data is protected and can only be accessed by
authorized electoral staff.
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Registration and
Eligibility Process

NAME
ID CODE

Voters access the voter registration
portal and accept the customized
eligibility statement (if applicable).
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Voter Registration
Data Input

Online Voter Registration Experience

SECURE AND PROVEN TECHNOLOGIES

Voters fill out registration forms with
personal data as required and upload
necessary scanned ID documents.

SUCH AS SCYTL’S ONLINE VOTER REGISTRATION
AND REMOTE VOTING SOLUTIONS ARE
ALLOWING DISENFRANCHISED AND OVERSEAS
CITIZENS ACROSS THE GLOBE TO BE INCLUDED
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Data Validation
and Processing

WITHIN THEIR ELECTORAL PROCESS
ID

Highlighted Customers

Election officials review data and approve
or reject the registration based on data
completeness, with notification sent
via email.

We Power Democracy
Leading the transformation of the elections industry by making
voting more accessible, efficient, transparent, auditable and secure.

Focusing on Election
Specific Needs

Providing the Right
Technology for Each Election

Delivering Expertise
and Best Practices

We strive on understanding the needs
of electoral organizations to provide
efficient and transparent elections
and the rights of citizens to vote on
equal terms.

Our

Our team of electoral experts have
years of accumulated knowledge and
are attuned to the singular needs
that each election requires.

the

perfect balance between efficiency
and the highest level of security and
transparency standards currently
available.

Addressing Election Needs
Across the Election Cycle
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Election Day
The most critical period of the election, our solutions ensure that whether
in-person or remotely, voters leverage accessible technology that allow them to
cast their vote privately and securely.

t i o n Day

WE
POWER
DEMOCRACY
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Pre-Election
Our solutions assist election administrators with the planning, staffing, training and
voter and candidate management activities necessary for the delivery of a flawless
election.
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Post-Election
After voting, some of the most important steps take place to ensure full integrity of
the votes, and the secure consolidation andpublication of election results.

About Scytl
Powering democracy in the 21st century requires a unique combination of forces: people and technology.
Scytl’s secure and innovative online voting and election management technology, elections understanding, and team
of election experts are helping public and private organizations around the globe increase and improve participatory
democracy, citizen empowerment and public transparency in over 47 countries, including Canada, Switzerland, France,
Norway, Switzerland, Spain, the United Kingdom, the United States, the UAE, South Africa, India, and Australia.
Let us show you how, visit us at www.scytl.com

